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A few specific questions have come up recently regarding SIMMs (Single In-line
Memory Modules) and their increasing variety is a source of general confusion.

SIMMs have become the standard way of supplying and upgrading RAM in nearly
all the systems we use. Typically they are a collection of homogeneous memory
chips on a little board. First, they shouldn't be confused with SIPPs --
Single In-line Pin Packages -- which are similar in function but plug in to a
'mother board' like chips whereas SIMMs plug in like expansion boards.

SIMMs can vary along the following dimensions:

o Pin count (edge connections) -- typically 30, 64 or 72. The 64-pin SIMMs
are uncommon and were used locally in the Macintosh IIfx and one model of
Apple printer -- I won't discuss these. Pin count primarily determines if a
SIMM will physically fit into your system, but there are other physical
constraints discussed below.

o Capacity -- typically 256KB, 512KB, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 32MB, etc.

o Speed -- typically 120ns to 60ns. The faster the better & more expensive.

o Mode -- bit, nibble, static column or fast page mode. I won't go into this
detail as most systems are standarding on a single mode and the others were
early attempts at optimizing slow systems.

o Parity -- typically none, one bit per byte or one bit per word.

o Organization -- how are the bits/bytes layed out on the SIMM?

There are two generations of SIMMs you typically run into:

THE ORIGINAL SIMMs

The original SIMMs in our older systems used 30 pins and were organized such
that each SIMM represented one byte (8-bits). Thus to 'cover the bus' or make
up a typical 32-bit word, we always had to install these SIMMs in groups of 4.
Thus when adding 1MB SIMMs to a system, we'd have to install 4MB worth for the
system to work correctly. These older systems tended to have many SIMMs slots
(12 in an IPC, 16 in an original NeXT cube) because of this '4 at a time'
constraint and the low memory densities available (typically up to 4MB on a
SIMM although denser were made but not common.)

These SIMMs were available in as little as 256KB capacity and speeds as slow
as 120ns or 150ns. They typically had 1 bit per byte parity if any -- thus
people will talk about 8-bit or 9-bit SIMMs. Usually 8-bit SIMMs were the
same as their 9-bit equivalents but with just a chip missing on the board.
Systems would either require the parity bit, ignore the parity bit, or 'do the
right thing' if the parity bit was detected. (Or just get confused if given
parity when none was expected.)

SIMMs -- THE NEXT GENERATION

The second generation SIMMs that are currently being used in most modern
systems are the 72-pin variety that are typically sold in higher densities
(4MB and higher though a few 1MB examples exist) and higher speeds (80ns or
faster.) These are also known as IBM-style SIMMs (being used by them starting
with their PS/2 systems.) Systems that use these SIMMs typically only have 4
SIMM sockets (sometimes 8) with the understanding that you upgrade to denser
SIMMs rather than add more.



These SIMMs have the advantage of being 32-bit addressable as individuals and
don't have the '4 at a time' limitation of the earlier SIMMs. However,
although the SIMMs are individually addressable, that doesn't mean that
systems that use them will accept them one at a time -- this varies with each
system and you have to check the documentation to determine constraints.

For example, our color, non-turbo NeXTstation uses these SIMMs in pairs -- it
uses one member of the pair to hold the even words and the other to hold the
odd words for improved memory access performance. The SparcStation 10's will
handle an individual 72-pin SIMM but prefer that pairs of sockets hold
identical SIMMs so that it can more efficiently reorganize memory similar to
the NeXTstation's odd/even trick.

A feature of these newer SIMMs is that their speed is encoded on the SIMM
itself and can be read off the pins by the computer. This allows systems to
determine if they have too slow a SIMM installed and allows smart systems
(e.g. NeXTstation turbo) to adjust to the available memory speed. Early on a
few manufactures confused the the coding system and you'll find SIMMs that are
miscoded to be slower than the chips/rating. (We had some of these -- the
vendor admitted the error -- so we had to patch them to read correctly.)

These newer SIMMs vary in their parity and organization from the older ones --
for example a typical designation of 1MBx36 (or 1x36) means a 4MB SIMM
organized as 1MB of 32-bit words with a parity bit for each byte of the word.
(32 data + 4 parity = 36 bits). Latter NeXTs that use the 72-pin SIMMs don't
require parity so you'll see 1x32 (4MB) SIMMs in them. Our Sun ELC systems
only use one bit of partity per 32-bit word so they use the same 72-pin SIMM
format but use 1x33 (4MB) SIMMs. Confusing, no?

For example, our DEC 466st use the 72-pin format and have 512KBx36 (2MB),
1MBx36 (4MB) and 2MBx36 (8MB) SIMMs installed in them.

OTHER ISSUES

There's another dimension to SIMMs that isn't well specified -- how physically
large it is. Some large capacity SIMMs are tall in height (sometimes loosely
called 'double height') and wide and won't fit into various systems. (E.g.
NeXT cubes require single height or the CPU board won't slide back in!) SIMMs
also vary in whether they have chips on one or both faces. The non-turbo
color NeXTstation, for example, has SIMM sockets so close together that you
can't use SIMMs that have chips on both faces even though electrically they're
fine. High capacity SIMMs built out of low density chips can take on some
amazingly strange shapes with chips hanging off everywhere.

(We've a couple of extra HP X-terminal 72-pin 512KBx32 (2MB) SIMMs that won't
work in our 486 systems without the parity bits and won't work in our color
NeXTstation because they have chips on both sides and don't fit.)

When in doubt whether a particular SIMM will work in your system, you should
check with the original (and/or reliable) vendor. SIMMs usually have a number
on them, independent of the numbers on the individual chips, that identifies
them. Unfortunately not all do and the manufacturer sometimes has to be
identified by their logo (e.g. Samsung, Mitshubishi) rather than by name.

When used SIMMs are sold on USENET, advertisements don't include all the
information you'll need to determine if they'll work in your system. If the
person posting the ad doesn't know the details, you have to judge based on the
characteristics of the system that the SIMMs came out of. (Tricky sometimes.)

- Christopher "Got a use for lots of 8-bit, 120ns, 30-pin, 256KB SIMMs?"


